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Abstract. Much of that part of the theory of the Riemann zeta-function

based on the Riemann hypothesis carries over to zeta-functions of Selberg's
type, and in this way one can get asymptotic information about various

eigenvalue problems. The methods are illustrated in the case of a compact

Riemann surface.

0. Let S be a compact Riemann surface, regarded as the quotient of the

upper half-plane H+ by a discontinuous group T. We assume that H+ is

endowed with the metric y ~2((dx)2 + (dy)2), and we denote the volume of S

by A. Denoting by A the Laplace operator on S, it is known [3] that the

eigenvalues 0 = Xq < Xx < X2 < ••• for the problem A/+ Xf — 0 on S

satisfy the asymptotic law

S i = £r+0(r'/2).

In §2 of this paper, we will show that this estimate for the remainder term car.

be improved to 0(Tl/2/log T). In §3, we will obtain an estimate in the other

direction, by showing that the remainder term satisfies ß(log1/2~T), for any

e > 0. The truth accordingly lies somewhere between the laws

0(Tx/2/logT)   and   Q(log'/2-T).

The methods depend on the fact that the Riemann hypothesis for the Selberg

zeta-function is almost true, in the sense that any possible exceptional zeros

are all located in the real segment (0, 1).

I have recently learned that Pierre Bérard of the University of Paris 7 has

succeeded in showing that the 0(Tl/2/log T) half of the estimate is also

valid for surfaces of variable negative curvature [1]. His methods, which are

based on [3], are radically different from those of this paper, and the two

somewhat complement each other. Both techniques extend to some higher-

dimensional cases, in the case of this paper, via the zeta-functions of Selberg's
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210 BURTON RANDOL

type recently introduced by Gangolli [4]. In addition, the methods of this

paper can also be applied, at least in two dimensions, to the case in which T

has torsion, and the admissible functions are defined on H+ and may

transform nontrivially under T, e.g., by a character.

The idea for treating the eigenvalue remainder problem via the Selberg

zeta-function came from reading lecture notes of Langlands [6], and most of

§1 of this paper is adapted from these notes. In [6], Langlands uses a

counterpart of the Riemann-von Mangoldt theorem to obtain an estimate

which in this context would be OiTx/2). The technique for reducing this by a

logarithmic factor is adapted from Littlewood's work on consequences of the

Riemann hypothesis ([11, Chapter 14]).

I would like to thank Dennis Hejhal for spotting an error in an earlier

version of this paper. Hejhal also informs me that Selberg has obtained results

similar to those of this paper, and that these will be appearing in Hejhal's

forthcoming book on the trace formula.

1. We will illustrate the method in the case of a compact Riemann surface,

and begin by recalling a few facts about the Selberg zeta-function Z($)

associated with the surface [4], [7], [10]. To begin with, Z(j), for Re s > 1, is

defined by the product

II fl (1 - e-^+">),
T  n-0

where ly runs through the set of lengths of primitive closed geodesies on S.

Z(í) is uniformly bounded and bounded away from zero in any half-plane of

the form Re s > 1 + e (e > 0), and setting s = o + it, the sum Sy 2"_0

gtria+n) ls convergent for a > 1, so Z($) tends to 1 exponentially as o -*■ oo.

Furthermore, Z's) can be continued into an entire function of order 2,

having a sequence of zeros at 1,0,-1,-2,..., with the zero at s *= 1 simple,

and having all additional zeros in the critical strip 0 < Re s < 1. The zeros in

the critical strip are located at points which are solutions of the equations

j(1 - s) = X„ in > 1). The multiplicity of such a zero is the same as the

multiplicity of the corresponding eigenvalue, except that * «■ |, if it occurs as

a zero, has double the multiplicity of the corresponding eigenvalue. The

expression s(1 - s) is symmetric about the point s ** ¿, so the zeros of Z(i)

within the critical strip occur in symmetric pairs about s = j. These zeros are

all located on the union of the real segment 0 < s < 1 with the critical line

Re s « \. It is possible to exhibit surfaces for which zeros occur in \ < s < 1

[8], and such zeros correspond to eigenvalues in (0, \).

Lemma 1. Suppose o < j fixed. Then there exists a bounded function fit),

such that as \t\ -> oo, Z<o + it) ** fit)eA(X/2-"^Z(1 -o- it).
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Proof. Z(s) satisfies the functional equation

Z(S) = Z(l - syAJi-'^tanwwdw

[10]. Since A = 4ir(g - 1) by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, where g is the

genus of S, the second factor on the right is well-defined. Now as \t\ -» oo,

tan ir(o + it) = j- i + 0(e-2"w),

which implies that at points on a vertical line away from the real axis,

A [S~l/2w tan irw dw= -f- 4? (s - {f+ 0(1)
•'o n

-^-'Ol'l+^f^-O2-'2)*^1)'
where we are assuming that the integration is carried out along the line

segment joining the origin to s — \. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2. Z(o + it) = e°(^, uniformly in any bounded strip bx < o < b2.

Proof. Since Z(s) is of order 2, this is implied by the Phragmen-Lindelöf

theorem and Lemma 1, if we enlarge the strip if necessary so as to place its

right-hand boundary in the half-plane Re s > 1, and make its left-hand

boundary the reflection of the right-hand boundary through the line

Rej = i.

Suppose now a is a positive number satisfying 1 < a < 5/4. We will

estimate, as a function of T, the number of zeros of (Z(s))2 in the rectangle

R, defined by the inequalities 1 — a < Re s < a, — T < Im s < T, assuming

that T is selected so that no zero occurs on the boundary of R. Call this

function 2N(T). Then the number of zeros of Z(s) itself in this rectangle is

N(T).
Define £(s) = (Z(s)f2e*il~x/2\ where $(s) = - A /0 w tan irw dw. For the

moment, $(i) is only defined up to multiples of 2i7/', while e*^ is well

defined. We now specify <E>(s) in the open upper and lower half-planes to be

the value obtained by carrying out the integration along the straight line

segment joining the origin to s. If ; is on the real line, and not one of the

points ±1/2, ±3/2, ±5/2.  we define $(i) by the requirement of

continuity as s is approached from the upper half-plane.

Now since (Z(l - s)f = (Z(í))2í2*(,-'/2> and *?*<*>+*<-*> = 1, it follows

that ¿(1 - s) = ¿(i). Note that £(j) is real on the real axis, and so satisfies

i(i) =£(j). The number of zeros of (Z(s))2 in R is

¿Lii<fe=¿Im(Lii4
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and it follows in the standard manner [2] from the functional equation for

£(j), and from the fact that ¿(i) =£(j), that this integral is equal to

Mx!4
where C is the portion of dR consisting of the vertical segment from a to iT,

plus the horizontal segment from a + iT to \ + iT.

Now £'(*)/£(*) = 2Z'is)/Zis) + $'(* - i), so

- Im^D + i,m(jT !$*) + ,

v v      ^c Z(s)      / v "
= -r24

so

AT2 I       ( r Z'(s)     \
NiT) = àJ- + 4S(T) + Oil),   where S(T) = ¿ Im[/C^ *]•

and the 0(1) term is continuous and tends to a limit as T-» oo. Note that the

function S(T), which is 1/v times the variation of the argument of Z(s)

along C, plays the same role in this analysis as does its counterpart from the

theory of the Riemann zeta-function. In accordance with custom, we extend

the definition of S(T) to 7"s for which ^ + iT is a zero of Z(s) by defining it

to be limclQ2-(S(T + e) + S(T - e)).

Lemma 3. S(T)= 0(T).

Proof. S(T) = h(T) + 0(1), where A(7") is the variation of the argument

of S(T) along the segment from a + iT to \ +iT. Now h(T) is bounded by a

multiple of the number of zeros of Re Z(s) on this segment, since the point

Z(s) cannot move between the right and left half-planes without crossing the

imaginary axis. On the segment, the real part of Z(s) coincides with f(w)

=* ¿(Z(w + iT) + Z(w — iT)), where iv runs from ^ to a on the real axis.

But f(w) is evidently holomorphic in a neighborhood of a closed disk D of,
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say, radius 1 about the point s = a, and this disk contains the real segment

from \ to a well within itself, so we may apply Jensen's theorem to conclude

that there exists a constant C > 0 such that the number of zeros of f(w) on

this segment is less than or equal to CfSD log+|/(w)| |ííW|. It then follows

from Lemma 2 that this integral is 0(T), which proves Lemma 3.

2. The discussion which follows is adapted from Chapter 14 of [11],

"Consequences of the Riemann hypothesis". Cf. especially Theorem 14.13 of

[11]. We begin by noting that logZ(s) can be defined in the half-plane

Re s >\t, minus the real segment [ \, 1], and minus the zeros of Z(s) on the

critical line. We will always suppose the branch to be the one which is real for

s real and greater than 1. We will also henceforth suppose / > 10.

Lemma 4. /?/2|log Z(o + it)\ do = 0(f), and consequently,

f" loglZ (o + .r)Uo = O(0-
•M/2

Proof. By Lemma 3 of this paper and Lemma a on page 49 of [11], taking

M=t,s0 = a + it,r = 4, and denoting a typical root of Z(s) by p, we find
that

|£r -    2    (s-p)-l+0(t)      (*<«<«).

Integrating this along the segment from a + it too + it, we find that

log Z(cr + i7) - log Z(a + it)

=    2    (\og(o +it-p)-log(a +it-p)) +O(t).
\s-p\<2

Now log Z(a + it), log(a + it - p), and /?/2|log(o + it - p)\ do are

uniformly bounded for \s - p\ < 2, and since N(T) = AT2/2m + 0(T),

there are O(0 zeros satisfying |i - p| < 2, so we conclude that

j° (log Z(o + it)\ do = 0(0-   Q.E.D.

Definition. Sx(T) = fTS(y) dy.

Lemma 5. SX(T) = 0(T).

Proof. Suppose ß > a, and let Q be the contour consisting of the

rectangle with vertices \,ß,ß+ Ti and \ + Ti, indented infinitesimally at

the zeros of Z(s). Then by Cauchy's theorem, fQ log Z(s)ds = 0, and hence

Re Íq log Z(s) ds = 0. This is the same as to say that
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J"log|Z(o)| do -fTargZ(ß + it) dt

-Jßlog\Z(o + iT)\ do + irjTS(t) dt - 0.

Now as o -» oo, Z(o + it) = 1 + O(<?""), for some c > 0, so log Z(o +

it) ** 0(e~ca), which implies that as ß-*co, the first integral tends to a

constant, and the second integral tends to zero. Also

f*log|Z(a + «T)|</a=0(l),

uniformly in ß and T. We conclude that

(1) Sx (T) -if log|Z(0 + iT)\ do + 0(1),
IT JX/2

so Lemma 5 follows from Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. Suppose \< o < a. Then

log Z(s) = if*(s - \ -iy)~lS(y) ay + 0(1).

Proof. Suppose ß > a, and let L be the contour consisting of the rectangle
with vertices at j 4- j ti, ß + ^ ti, ß + 2ti, and | +2ri, indented infinitesi-

mally at the zeros of Z(s). Then by Cauchy's theorem,

logZ(s) = ¿ f(w - s)-l\ogZ(w)aw.

The contribution to this integral from the two horizontal segments is 0(1),

since on the portions of these segments having real part greater than a,

|log Z(w)\ is uniformly Lx, while the contribution from the remaining parts of

the segments is

O tt~x f |log Z(o + Bi)\ do\,   where B = ^ or 2f,

and this is 0(1) by Lemma 4. The contribution to the rightmost segment can

be eliminated by letting ß -+ co, so we conclude that

(2) log Z(s)-± jT2'(i - ¿ -iy)~'log Z{{+iy)dy+0(l).

Repeating this argument with the point 1 - s, which lies outside the region

bounded by L, we note that

¿/(W-(l-f))-,logZ(w)<Av = 0,
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which implies as before that

¿ f2'2{l2 S -iy)"'log Z(f +iy) dy + 0(1) = 0.

Taking conjugates, and multiplying by — 1,

(3) ¿jfj(J "i "'>)"'log Z({+iy) dy + 0(1) - 0.

Subtracting   (3)   from   (2),   we   find   that   log Z(s) = i   }2'/2(s
-L2-iy)-lS(y)dy + 0(l).

Definition. c/>(0 = max1<tt</|5,(i/)|. (Note that c>(0 ̂  0.)

Lemma 7. For o > {-, 0 < £ < r/2,

(4) log Z(s) = i['+\s - I -iy)_,5(y) ^+ 0(r »c>(20) + 0(1).

Proof. In view of Lemma 6, it suffices to show that f2'+i(s

- l2-iyy1S(y)dy and S'lji(s-L2-iy)-xS(y)dyarebothO(rl<t>(2t)).

We will deal with the first of these, the treatment of the second being

almost identical. Now

Qs-i-iy)-1S(y)dy = (s-\-iy)-lSx(y)]2'+(

= o(r'<i.(20) + °(*(2oJ[''c((« - î)2 + (J' - ')2) ' dy)

= o(r**(20)-
Lemma 8. S(T) = 0((r«i.(2r))1/2).

Proof. N(T) = AT2/2m + R(T), where R(T) = 4S(T) + 0(1), so it

clearly suffices to derive the estimate for R(T).

Suppose x E (0, T). Now A^r + x) - N(T) > 0, so R(T + x) - R(T)

> - cTx, for some c > 0. Also,

fT+XR(y)dy = xR(T) + f\R(T + y) - R(T))dy

> xR(T) - cT Tydy
Jq

= xR(T) - cTx2/2.

I.e.,
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/'T+x
T

= 4x-l(SxiT+x)- SxiT)) + Oil) + cTx/2

= 0(x-x4>i2T)) + OiTx).

Setting x ** (r~,<p(27'))1/2, one side of the bound follows. The other side is

obtained in the same way, taking the integral over [T — x, T],

Lemma 9.

J,/2+lor''log|Z(a + it)\do** O^/y^Olog-'/2/).

Proof.

f ,/2+lo8~W(o- + it)\do= f,/2+1O8"'Re0ogZ(a + it))do.
J\/2 J\/2

Now the real part of the right side of (4) can be written as

r{ .x-l

'o

so
•l/2+Iog-y

/M(ff ~l)2+y2YW ~y) - S(t +y))dy+ 0({-'«(2/)) + 0(1),

J" 1/2+log"1/
i/2 log|Z(a + //)|*

- f\arctaniy-xlog-xt))(Sit -y) - S(f + y))dy

+ O («• - '<í>(2/)log- '/) + O (log" U)

= 0(í(r<p(4/)),/2) + Oír'^Olog-'/) + O (log"1/)

by Lemma 8. If we now set £ = f_l/V/4(401og~l/2f, the result follows.

3. We will now derive the upper estimate for the eigenvalue remainder term

stated at the beginning of this paper. It is clearly implied by the following

result:

Theorem 1.5(7) = 0(7/log T).

Proof. Suppose o > {■ +log-1/, 0 < £ < t/2. Then by Lemmas 7 and 8,

|log Zio + it)\ < 0((/«>(4/)),/2)jr^f((a - I)2 + (y - iff**

+ 0(r1*(2/)) + 0(l)

= 0(«-(/<p(4/)),/2(a -i)"') + O(r**(40) + 0(1)

= o(£(/<K4f)),/2logr) + 0(ry4/)) + 0(1).
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Setting I = /-|/4<i>1/4(4t)log~l/2r> the last expression becomes

O(/'/4«>3/4(401og1/20. Let Git) = i-'/y/^Olog1/2/. Then there exists c0 > 0

such that Git) > c0ti/4, and as we have just shown, there exists M > 0 such

that |log Z'o + it)\ < MGit) for | +log~'/ < o < a.

We will now improve this estimate by an application of the Hadamard

three circles theorem.

For fixed t, let the circles C„ C2, and C3 be all centered at (f +log-1/) +

it, and suppose they pass through the points f + it, o + it, and (5 +log_ '/) +

//, respectively. Denoting their radii by rx, r2, and r3, we then have rx

= ¿ +log-lf, r2 » f +log-|r - o, and r3 = 1. Let Mj = maxiecJlog Z(j)|.
Then M, is uniformly bounded, and M3 = 0(G(f + 1)) - O (//(/)), where
Hit) = rl/4<f>3/4(5i')iog1/2/. By the three circles theorem, it therefore follows

that M2 < ciHit))" for some c > 0, where a =* Qogir2/rx))(]iOg~xir3/rx)).

I.e., M2 < ciHit))iHit))"-1. Now

« - 1 = (log(r2/r,) - logir3/rx))(log-xir3/rxj)

= c,log(r2/r3)       (c, = log-'i^/r,))

= c,log r2 = c.logf ̂  + log-1/ - o-J

< <r2(( i - °) + l°g~ '*)   for some c2 > 0.

But Hit) > c0tx/4, so we conclude that

M2 < c3(Hit))tc<«l/2-o)+Xo*"'\   with c3, cA > 0.

The last quantity is OiHit)tcAX/2~oy), since /log"' = 0(1). We conclude that

T log|Z(a + it)\do = O (Hit) P tc'lx/2-o)do)
Jl/2 + log-'t \ Jl/2 + \og-'t I

= 0(Hit)log-lt)

= 0(«',/y/4(5f)Iog-1/2/).

But by Lemma 9, /J^2+log"''log|Z(o + it)\ do satisfies the same estimate,

since eX4f) < <p(5/). It follows that

f log|Z(o + it)\do** 0(/,/4e>3/4(5/)log-1/2/),
•M/2

which implies, by (1), that 5,(f) = 0(/l/4<p3/4(5/)log-'/2/). S Since

/ ' /4«p3/4(5r)log~1/2/ is an increasing function for large t, we conclude that for

/ < T, 5,(0 = OiTl'WX5T)log-x'2T), and therefore

(5) <Xr) = o(r,/y/4(5r)iog-,/2r).

Set ¥(7") = max10<,<r<p(/)/-1log2/. Then ¥(7) is nondecreasing, and <piT)
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< ty(T)T log~2T, so (5) implies that

<b(T) = 0(VA(5T)Tlog-2T)   or   «i>(r)r-,log27'= 0(*3/4(57;)),

which implies that *(T) - 0(^3/4(5T)).

Now there exists a sequence of r„'s tending to infinity such that ¥(57,,) <

5*(T„), for if not, *(5T) > 5"<k(T) for large T, or *(T) > cT, for

arbitrarily large T, which is impossible, since <¡>(T) - 0(T), and hence

¥(r) = OQogfT). We conclude that *(T„) = 0(V\TJ), and hence that
¥(7;) = 0(1). Since V is nondecreasing, this implies that ¥(7) ■ 0(1), and

hence <¡>(T) — 0(T log~2r). By Lemma 8, this proves the theorem.

Corollary. 77ierc? exists c > 0 such that Z(\ +it) always has a zero in

[T,T+clog~xT](T> 1).

4. In this section, we will show that for any e > 0, S(T) - ß(log,/2~T),

which implies that the eigenvalue remainder term is always Q(logl/2~'T). As

before, the methods are adapted from Littlewood's work on consequences of

the Riemann hypothesis [11, Chapter 14].

Definitions. Suppose y is a closed geodesic on S, not necessarily primi-

tive. Let ly = the length of y, Ny = e1*, and A(y) = ¡7a, where y — yô, with y0

primitive.

Lemma 10. There is a positive 9 < 1, such that

*(*)-  2 A(y) = x+0(x9)
Ny<X

and

<x) =  2   1 = li(*) + OOc'log-'x).
Ny<x

Proof. This is known [5], [9].

Lemma 11. For Re s > 1, Z'(s)/Z(s) = 2yA(y)N~s + Z'(s + 1)/Z(s +

1), where the summation is carried out over all closed geodesies on §.

Proof. For Re s > 1,

|^=2A(y)(i-V)"V    (cf. m)

- 2A(y)Ay-* + 2a(y)(jvt - iylN-'
y y

= 2A(y)N-' + 2A(y)(l - N-x)~lN;il+x\ Q.E.D.
y t

Lemma 12. For an integer N > 2, suppose there is a t0 such that the distance
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of (2m)~ lt0ly from the nearest integer is < 1/8, provided Ny < TV. Then for

o0 = 1 + log~x/2N, \Z'(o0 + ig/Z(o0 + /g| > \logx/2N, ifNis sufficiently

large.

Proof. By Lemma 11, Z'(o + i/)/Z(o + it) » 2TA(y)7Vy-"-Ä + O(l) for

a > 1. It follows that

Z'(o + it0)

Z(o + it0)
>   2   A(y)N-"cos(t0l7) -   2   A(y)N-'+0(l)

N7<iN N7>N

>\   2   A(y)iV--   2   A(y)N-° + 0(l).
*• N7< N Ny> N

Now it follows from Lemma 10, writing the last two sums as Stieltjes

integrals, that 2Ni<NA(y)Ny-" - o(o - 1)_,(1 - Nl~') + 0(1), and
2Ny>NA(y)Ny-a = o(o - iylNx~a + 0(1), which implies the lemma.

Remark. In what follows, it will be of interest to have upper bounds for the

growth of Z'(s)/Z(s) on vertical lines to the right of Re s = {. We note at

this point that since by Lemma 2, log+|Z(o + i/)| = 0(0 uniformly for

o>o0>{¡, it follows from the Borel-Carathéodory theorem [12, pp.

174-175] applied to appropriate circles of fixed radius with centers sliding up

a vertical line located in Re s > 1, that log Z(o + it) — 0(0 uniformly for

° > ffo > 2» ana< hence, by Cauchy's formula for the derivative, Z'(o +

it)/Z(o + /'O = 0(0 uniformly for o > o0 > \¡.

Lemma 13. Suppose 1 < M0(t) < / is, for each o>\,a function of t such

that Z'(o + it)/Z(o + if) = O(Aio(0), and such that for each k > 0, there

exists c(k) > 0 with

Ma(t)>c(k)['+kM0(x)dx.
Jt-k

Let a and o be fixed, with | < a < o < 2, and suppose t and 8, which we will

permit to vary, are subject to the constraint e~ v' < 8 < 1. Then as t -» oo,

(6)     z£ + /o -2^W-V-«r + o(8-«Ma(t)) + o(i).

Proof. Setting as usual s = o + it, we have by Lemma 11 and the lemma

on page 128 of [11],

2A(v)AfT-'e-w'
y

0) !     (2+ia,lZ'(w)       Z'(w + 1) \w
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Let D be an open disk of radius 1 which is centered on the real axis.

Suppose, moreover, that dZ) cuts the real axis in (0, \), and does not intersect

any zero of Z(s). Denote by Ca the contour consisting of the portion of the

line Re s =* a exterior to D, plus the intersection of d¿> with the half-plane

Re s < a, the whole oriented upward.

Now since T(z) is of uniformly exponential decrease in vertical strips, we

can move the path of integration in (7) leftward to Ca, provided we take

account of the residues thus picked up. Bearing in mind that T(z) has a

simple pole at z = 0, with residue 1, we find that

„ ,„      Z'(s)      Z'(s +1)     _
2aW-^.^ -^-2 +2>,r(,,-,)*-

(8)

+
1    r/Z'M      Z'(w + 1) \„

where the s„'s range over the poles of Z'(s)/Z(s) in D, and r„ is the

corresponding residue. The rightmost of these poles is the pole at s = 1,

which is always present.

Now the integral on the right in (8) is, for some c > 0,

0Ís'-"f%-^-'^Ma(y)dyj - 0(8°-°Ma(t)),

by our assumptions on Ma (t).

On the other hand, the functions of the form r(j„ - s)8'~'- are clearly o(l)

for large /, since 5 > e-v" and the gamma-function is of exponential

decrease in vertical strips, so the lemma is established.

Lemma 14. Z'(l + it)/Zil + it) ** OQogt), and hence, by Phragmén-

Lindelöf, Z\o + it)/Zio + it) = O (log /) uniformly, for o > 1.

Proof. Take o = 1, a ** \, and M0it) = t in the last lemma. We then

find, subject to the constraint e~ v' < 6, that for / large,

Z'(l + //)

Z(l + it)
<2A(y)N-xe~SNy + 0(5'/4/) + 0(1)

T

<   S   A(y)N~l+   2   A(y)e-SN' + 0(8x/4t) + 0(l).
Ny<M Ny>M

Now it follows immediately from Lemma 10 that "2N <MA(y)N~x

O (log A/). Furthermore,
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2   A(y)e-Sf,y = fVÍJtf*(;c)

=*(x)e-Sx]™ + 8JX'^(x)e-Sxdx

- O (**"*]£+ô/J**-*<fc)

= o(f°e-Sxdx\ = 0(8-xe-aM).

Accordingly, |Z'(1 + it)/Z(l + it)\ = 0(log M) + 0(8~xe-*M) +
0(5 l/4t) + 0(1). If we now take 5 = t~s and M = t9, the result follows.

Lemma 15. Suppose e > 0. 77je/i if o > \ is sufficiently close to ¿, Z'(o +

•0/Z(o + it) = fl(log'/2-e/).

Remark. It is quite possible that the above estimate is much too low. In

any case, as we shall presently see, ß-questions of this sort are closely

connected with Diophantine properties of the numbers ly.

Proof of Lemma 15. Assume the lemma is false. Then for o sufficiently

near \, which we will henceforth suppose it to be, we can, for some e > 0,

take M„(t) = log1/2-'* in Lemma 13. Suppose now 8 and tj are small positive

numbers. Define the integer N by setting N = [5 ~l~v]. Then it follows from

Lemma 10 and the Dirichlet theorem [11, p. 152] that there exists a /

satisfying 1 < / < Ns, such that (2i7)-1//y is at distance < 1/N from the

nearest integer, provided Ny < N. Let us assume for the moment that such a t

can be found in the interval [log25~I, NN]. Then e~^' < 5, so Lemma 13

applies, and taking the real part of (6), we find that for \<ct<o, with o

sufficiently near \,

'2A(y)Ny-"cos(tly)e-s^ + 0(8"-alogl/2-tt) + 0(1)
y

2   A(Y)Ary-0cos(//y)e-s"*-r-o(  2  *"*"')
Ny<N \Ny>N I

+ 0(8"-alogx/2-'t) + 0(1).

Now for 5 small, or what is the same thing, for N large,

2  A(y)N-°cos(tly)e-SNr>±   2   A(y)Ny-"e-s\
N7<N Ny<N

But 2Ny<NA(y)Ny-°e-SNr = f$e-Sxx-°dV(x), and it follows easily from

Re
Z'(o + it)

Z(o + it)
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Lemma 10 and the fact that 8N -» oo as 8 -> 0, that there exists c > 0 such

that

\   2  Aiy)N-°e-*N* > c8"-1   far a e (1,1],
1 Nr<N

provided 5 is sufficiently small. Since 2N>Ne~tNy = OiS~xe~SN), we con-

clude that for small 8,

\Z\o + it)/Zio + it)\

> c8"-x + Oi8-xe~SN) + OiS'-'log^-'t) + Oil).

But t < NN, or log f < N log N, with N = [«S-1-''], so it easily follows
that for rj small,

\Z\o + it)/Zio + it)\ > clog1-"-''«' + OOog'/2-'/) + 0(1),

where if -» 0 as n -* 0.

If 7] is sufficiently small and o sufficiently near \, this contradicts our

assumption that Z\o + it)/Zio + it) - OQogl/2~'t). Lemma 15 will

accordingly be proved if we can show that there is always a suitable t in the

interval [log2^ -l, NN]. Suppose not. Then setting o0 ** 1 + log~x/2N, Lemma

12 implies that for large N,

|Z'(oo + O)/Z(o0 + it)\ >\logx/2N > c2tl/4   since N = [Ô -,-']

and we are assuming that t < log25 - '. The first inequality shows that such /'s

can be arbitrarily large, and the second then contradicts Lemma 14.

Corollary. Suppose e > 0. Then for o0 > ¿ sufficiently close to \, it is false

that log Z(j) = Oi}ogx/2~'t), uniformly in Re s > o0.

Proof. If such an estimate were valid, we would immediately obtain a

contradiction, since on a line Re s — a > o0, Z'(í)/Z(j) can be obtained

from log Z(i) by the Cauchy integral for the derivative, about a small circle

of fixed radius < o — o0 surrounding the point s, and elementary estimates

on the size of such an integral would than lead to a contradiction of the last

lemma.

Corollary. Suppose e > 0. Then for o0 > | sufficiently close to |, it is

false that Im log Z(s) = 0(logI/2-'/), uniformly in Res > o0.

Proof. This follows immediately from the previous corollary and the

Borel-Carathéodory theorem.

Theorem 2. For anye>0, 5(7) = ß(logI/2_e7).

Proof. Suppose 5(7) = 0(log1/2-'7) for some e > 0. Now by Lemma 6,
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log Z(s) = if2\s - \ -iy)~lS(y) dy+ 0(1).
'1/2

Taking imaginary parts,

lmlogZ(s)=Ji2'2(o-\)((o-¡f + (t-y)2ylS(y)dy+0(l)

= O(log^-O0o-I)((o-I)2 + (/-y)2)_,c/y+ 0(1),

which contradicts the last corollary.

Remarks. This method can be used to show somewhat more. Namely, that

S(T) = fi±(log1/2-<T). It is also likely that by pushing the method, the

estimate can be improved very slightly.
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